Hybrid Warfare

Hybrid warfare, which is not so much a new term, is a model of warfare or conflict in which activities related to information and media warfare are primarily used, and if this type of warfare does not produce the desired effect, there is a possible use of the armed force. What I would particularly like to point out is the fact that the concepts of the war on conflict should be distinguished. Every war is a conflict, but any conflict is not war. So here we should speak here about hybrid conflicts until the moment when in some segment the armed force does not start to give additional impulse to the information and media operations that are being applied or which have yet to be applied, "Akrap" explained for many years. He is engaged in scientific work precisely in the field of warfare by non-medical means.

When we are in the time of the fourth industrial revolution, when information and communication techniques and technologies are developing with shining speeds, the advantage in attempting to impose their own will is to try to get the opponent using the so-called. non-Chinese assets, ie information and media operations. These are activities where information is used as a killer, where you are fighting for information and against information with the intent of downloading as much as possible levels of supervision and management of individual channels to help you place specific information on targeted audiences. Of course, when I talk about information, the same rule applies to misinformation.